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This project investigates the topology- shape-
size optimization of space structures through
Kikuchi's homogenization method.
The method starts from a "design domain
block," which is a region of space into which the
structure is to materialize. This domain is initially
filled with a finite element mesh, typically regular.
Force and displacement boundary conditions
corresponding to applied loads and supports are
applied at specific points in the domain.
An optimal structure is to be "carved out" of
the design under two conditions: (1) a cost
function is to be minimized, and (2) equality or
inequality constraints are to be satisfied. The
"carving" process is accomplished by letting
microstructure holes develop and grow in ele-
ments during the optimization process. These
holes have a rectangular shape in two dimensions
and a cubical shape in three dimensions, and may
also rotate with respect to the reference axes. The
properties of the perforated element are obtained
through an homogenization procedure. Once a
hole reaches the volume of the element, that
clement effectivelydisappears.
The projecthas two phases. In the first
phase the method has been implemented as the
combination of two computer programs: a finite
element module, and an optimizationdriver.In
the second partwe plan tofocus on the applica-
tionof thistechniqueto planetarystructures.
The finitedement partofthemethod hasbeen
programmed for the two-dimensionalcase using
fom'-node quadrilateral elements to cover thedesign
domain. An element homogenization technique
different from that of Kikuchi and coworkers was
implemented. The optimization driver is based on
an augmented Lagrangian optimizer, with the vol-
ume con straint treated as a Courantpenalty function.
The optimizer has to be especially tuned to this type
of optimization because the number of design
variables can reach into the thousands. The driver
is presently under development.
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Fig 13.1 Schematics of the optimization program
In two dimensions: a, b, 0 in each element (3)
In three dimensions: a, b, c, 0,,0_, 03 in each element (6)
100 x 100 2D mesh: 30,000 Design Variables
30 x 30 × 30 3D mesh: 162,000 Design Variables
Taking Advantage of Design-Variable Locality Essential
Fgi 13.2 Element-level design variables: micro-hole dimensions
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Solution for 50% volume reduction
1
Target volume V = _Vref= 25
Computed solution agrees with analytical
solution from Lagrangian function
Minimization Method: AL + CG + CPT
189 object function evaluations
Fig13.3Firstsuccessfulsolutionofthevalidationproblem
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Fig 13.4 Example of predetermined holes which may be contained in the
design domain
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